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Answer Key
For each correct answer, you score 1 point.

SECTION I
1. c) have been sending  2. a) are thought to have been   3. b) will look             
4. c) had done     5. a) wouldn’t be      6. d) would become            
7. c) thought …. were studying 8. a) had she sat down             9. b) will have left            
10. d) were to move              

SECTION 2
1. c) can’t have swum       2. b) reason          3. b) in spite of           
4. c) to warn       5. c) taken a back seat           6. a) ensure     
7. b) earth          8. d) dawned on            9. a) fits       
10. c) effects  

SECTION 3
1. bottled 
2. hadn’t stopped …… wouldn’t have arrived     /   had not stopped …….. would not have arrived 
             / had not stopped …… wouldn’t have arrived   /   hadn’t stopped …….. would not have arrived 
             / hadn’t stopped …… wouldn’t have been   /   had not stopped …….. would not have been 
             / had not stopped …… wouldn’t have been   /   hadn’t stopped …….. would not have been 
3. I work …. the less (money)   
4. our computers put in order  
5. it doesn’t branch 
6. for spilling / for having spilled / for the fact that he spilled / for having spilt / for the fact that he spilt       
7. must you fall / should you fall   
8. she hadn’t left / she had not left / that she hadn’t left / that she had not left   
9. head 
10. feel up     

SECTION 4
1. unrestricted  2. participants    3. organisation  
4. frequency    5. continually/continuously  6. especially                      
7. powerful       8. excitement       9. obsessive
10. abnormal 

SECTION V
1. c) make use of popular television programmes         2. a) the entire population                         
3. b) was greatly inspired by Jack London     4. c) a daily literacy hour                    
5. d) 25% of Britons have low literacy levels.                              
6. d)  Advice on how to encourage children’s reading is available at no cost to parents.
7. b) were more likely to enjoy reading                       8. a) schools cannot do all the work to improve reading
9. c) John Dunford believes modern technology often hinders reading.                                
10. c) changes in attitudes to reading   

Your total:   ..................points
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